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I. INTRODUCTION
Tin* macroscopic properties and the nuclear or magnetic short range order (SRO) of amorphous

alloys have been extensively studied. However nuclear or magnetic medium range order (MHO)

h a vf been very much less studied. Nevertheless this knowledge is essential lo be able to understand

ih« macroscopic properties.

To determine1 the MRO we can u«e electron microscopy and small angle scattering of X rays

(SAXS) or of neutrons (SANS). When il is the magnetic properties which are of particular interest
thun It is SANS which has been almost exclusively used; SANS is able to reveal the nuclear and

magnetic order for low q valu eu (q s 4ff sin0/A is the transfer vector) - r/,,,i,, is about 10~3 A " 1 and

in particular case ~ 1Q=5, 10°'s A"" 1 [1], The weak absorption of the neutroim facilitates the use of

cryostat, largo wave lengths (4 - 10 A) and thick «ample» (.02-.5 mm). Above the magnetic ordering

tempera tu re (Te or '/'/) the scattering is due to nuclear order and to the paramagnvl stale, This
latter contribution is practically constant over a considered »/ range and it is easily calculated, I Mow

Tf both the nuclear and magnetic order and the disordered moments contribute to the scattering.

So the magnetic scattering is obtained from the difference of two patterns taken below and above

Te. With polarized neutrons the separation is even more definite, but the measurements and the

data treatment arc now more delicate. The SANS separately provides the nuclear and magnetic
scattering and shows the relation between them. Indeed it is possible to obtain the intensities

with an absolute scale by normalization with for example the scattering of vanadium sample over
intermediate </ values. Thus we can determine the cross section in barns or Bohr magneton square

per molecule; these cross section can be very large, 1Q6 ~ 108 barns/molecules. The contrast (the
difference of the scattering length per u n i t volume for two volumes distant by r f ̂  - J-* J ) is also

deduced in 10~13 cm or fig per u n i t volume and we are able to give the order of magnitude of the
fluctuations.

The nuclear order variation can be due to heterogeneities (agrégats, impurities...) or i < > local

variations of the composition (a variation of the atomic density is much less probable [2]). The

magnetic order is governed by the ferromagnetic exchange which tends to align the moments in the

same direction, by some antiferromagnctic exchange due to topological disorder, which lends to
disperse the moments, by the random anisotropy due to RE neighbours, which defines a preferred

direction for moments on the different sites. Also an applied field can modify the order, the
samples following the zero field cooled (ZFC) or field cooled (FC) procedures. Surface layer effects
are generally neglected, sometimes wrongly.

The reciprocal susceptibility curve versus temperature (T > Tc) does not exhibit a par t icular

behaviour with a linear paramagnetic part, with an asymptotic Curie temperature which is dearly

positive .nul a normal effective moment value; only the presence of rounded part in the region

roughly ft < T < U0 may indicate a partial magnetic order above 7',,. With an applied f i e l d s the

magneti/.ition varies very d i f fe ren t ly for /FC and FC procedures (Fig. 1,2).

In K KAg alloys, a high magnetic field enables saturation to be reached only for the (id -alloy
(f»'f/J+ i - a S ion) . 13 Testas are i n fact necessary because the antiferromaguetic in teract ion con-
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tribute to a disordering of the effect of ferromagnetic exchange (Fig, 3),
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II. THEORETICAL MODEL FOR MEDIUM RANGE ORDER
In 1073 Harris, Pl'mchko, ZUckerman [5] proposed a model called the "random aiiisotropy

mode;!" (RAM) in which tlio local anisotropy determines a preferred direction for spin on each

topologieal site, the exchange tending only to orientate the moments in the same direct ion as those

of its neighbours. This model leads to a magnetic order called "asperomagnetic" in contrast lo

"speromagnotic" order. Subsequently numerous theorists presented calculation (e.g. Aliarony and

Pytte [01, Fisher [7], Imry and Ma [8], Childnosky [9]) discussing as a function of the dimensionality,



both the possibility having ferromagnetic clusters and the critical temperature. Briefly il \va.s

indicated that it was not possible to have a ferromagnetic cluster except for high dimensionality,
but only a "correlated spin glass" (CSG) in which the net magnetization was zero, the spins were
ffrromagnetically correlated at small distances and at large distances the magnetization rotai--
ovcr the solid volume; the correlation between directions of spin exponentially decreases with th?
distance between spins. In presence of an applied field, the order was modified to a "FWroiimgn-n

with wandering axis" (FWÂ) type, the field increasing the correlation length. These niodds ar«'

schematically represented in figure 4.
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Fig A — Atomic spins in ferromagnet with weak random anisotropy :
(a) correlated spin glass, (6) jcrromagnet with wandering axes after [9]

By Fourier transform (FT) of the moment correlation function A/ 2 < o ( x \ ) • c(x^) >-

A/ Jexp(- \x\ - 22! /£F) we obtain a Lorentzian square where coefficient H/k is proportional to the
square of the magnetization. The spin waves of small moment must exist and give a I.orenUian term

by FT. Indeed when T —•> Te from above th« correlation between spins varies as ((T - Te) /Tc)
v (r ~

0.7).

Summarizing the scattered intensity I(q) vary at T < Tc as /(?) = -^j + ^y^jp where

k = I/fa. ÇF being the ferromagnetic correlation length and B oc M^f. When T increase the
anisotropy decreases and & increases. When T —* Te from above I(q) ~ A/ (q" + fc3) as for an
ideal forromagnut and gives for q —* 0 A/k"1 which defines the static susceptibility <>.g, [10], With
//, it is showed that the transverse component of loal inn^n jlization (7- varies as // ~ll-.

III. EXPERIMENTALE RESULTS: SANS
Tho studied alloys contain one magnetic ion (RE) or two magnetic ions ( H E - Id ions).

a) Alloys with one magnetic ion

) ) T/ICI riudoar order has been studied in RExCu\-r [11] 0.18 < x -• 0.(55 and /i>/v.S'ii-r (U|
0.16 < x < 0,87. Tho results arc consistent for all the studied samples and cnnfumod for high '/
values b y S A X S (13,1-1].



At high q values we observe a ring indicating the presence of small inhomogeneiles (~ 10 A)

either regularly distributed (~ 50 A) or not. In the latter case this scattering can show an important

composition variation (8 - 10 at % of RE with respect to copper amount). The annoaling makes

the extension of inhomogencites or of composition variation more uniform [15-16].
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Fi0.5 — Schematic representation of the small - angle scattering law verstix tin

momentum transfer, </, for (a) annealed and (6) as - prepared samples. Tin- <luin

normalised to one TbGu§,n unit are shown in two separate plots,At wry law

q vaines we see the </~3 behaviour and at larger q the scattering ring near 0.2 À '.

after [15]

At low q values the scattering is fitted by a q~N law with N = 3 or 4. We can i

these results as indicating the existence of "nuclear domains" with dimension;; of few ihou:.aiiu

Angstroms at least with slightly different composition (N = 4) or of domains whose composition

varies over small distances close to the boundaries (N = 3), It is also possible to understand tlu-

tj~N scattering as an approached expression of I? or I3/3.

It is to be pointed out that this SAS exists in all the studied samples whatever the preparation
method: flow casting or sputtering [11] and we will just see that the magnetic scattering can bo
discussed by the same laws.

2) Magnetic Order

A typical pattern is represented in f tgnrf 7.

n = .I/,/3 + D exp ( - K(,-) P + ox p( -//<•/)
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f/.'i - Selirinalir refirent ntntian of the medium range order : (a) nuclear

domains, tin darkness is related to the nuelrnr dt unity variation;

(6) nuclear iltr,#ily inside a domain; (c) variât tun uf llic ituigneliaatian

inside a domain.after [17]
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Fi'//.? - î ' / j - i n f ' w r 4 . Magnetic SANS at 2.6A' (annulled sample) : (a) shows

logarithmic values of the plot in ( 6 ) . l/ter[17].

A, I), K, K, II arc const ,an. P an intcrfi-rcncc- func t ion .

The scattering ifi f i t "'d by a c/"3 law and a Guinior term o> i»r nuclear scattering plus at. *\\w

ncntial term. It is in tcrp <'U-«1 as large magnetic domains l ( ) ' / l («r large magnetic correlation length



£/,-) with a weak magnetization variation of a few tenth of a Bohr magneton, with small bubbles

of Tb (~ 10 A) which are strongly magnetized and around the bubbles a magnetization coupling

the magnetization of the bubbles and that of the matrix. This d i s t r i b u t i o n of the magnctix.at.on is

schematically represented on f igure H and has been called "seed> magnet ic order" [17] .

MAGNETIZATION
bubbl» matrix

(6MB /Tb)

Terbium bubbto

SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION of
"SEEDY MAGNETIC ORDER"

Fig. 8

We have to note that the bubbles represent 7-8% of the total volume of the sample and carry

!")()% of the magnetization.

The study of Th^Cu^ gives evidence for the magnetic I.orentzian square scattering i * =

U/T//V 1 •** 1500 A). With a applied field the scattering is removed towards low q values •&:.& is

lilted by a 0/(<j' 4- fc2)'1/2 term with «u important increase of ̂ i ~ UOQO A). The 3/2 power of the

I.orentxian can bo due to a variation of the magnetic contrast sharper at low distance (r < 1000 .-I),

iho Hold averaging the magnetisation at larger distances [16] or perhaps as recently suggest'-i by

l 'erni indo/rl laca [18J by a dis t r ibut ion of Guiltier radii. Hut the mure spectacular fact is the surface

l.iyo-r ellet'l. When the surface is polished along a direction w i ' h l ive sand paper, the iso:ropic

hcat tor ing is increased by a factor of 100 and two peaks appea: at very low </ values i n d u c t i n g

an impurUu i t inrrcaso of the domain hize in the bulk and an an' l'en• (magnetic order belwe« : the

magnet iza t ions of surface layer domains, with a periodicity of 1 ' K K I I. the nitignetiy.ationB :-rii>^

| n > r p e n d i c u l a r to the stries of pol i sh ing .
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Fig.Q - (a) Schematic representation of the scattering,

(6) Antiferromagnetic order between the surface domain*. Aftcr[\9]

I t is to be emphasized that in all samples a magnetic order pcrsits much higher than tin-

magnetic ordering temperature determined from l/x(T) curve or the principal part of t h < S A N S
Roughly wo can detect this order for 0 < V, < 20,

Tho study of Gd^At^[2Q] (<7d'+ is a ,V ion without anlsotropy) leads to rallier similar results
wi th i wo different correlation lengths one of which is largo f = 2w/k ~ 1200 A and the other small
(~ 81) / I ) , the L1 scattering term persisting above T j .

I ' l io aDyCu alloys [21] present a l,orenl./.ian scattering indicating that the decay constant uf
spin |iolari/.ation decreases faster wi th the distance than in the previous cases.



:j) HriW/.v

The study of aJloys with ont- magnetic ion providi'8 evidence for iho inf luence of nuclear order

on t in- magnetic s t ructure , t b < ' inhomogeneoiis dis ir ibut ioi i of atoms and magnetisations, and the

roll- of I IK- surface layer on the magnetic medium range order. The results are in agreement wi th

l i t e model l'SCî or KWA, The Magnetic MHO subsists above tin» Curie temperature.

b) RE-3d alloys

In 1974 I'k'kart [22] rt'porU'd tin1 first SANS inea.suromontti. Since- this data numt-roub studio*

has.' tuvn published for example 7'ft,F«,_ r 0.02 *• r < 0.75 [#»,2-l], /fA'/ 'V, ( U K |,m. Mo, Nd.

Tin [yft.'JO^T], Kr('Oj [28], only tlu> inagnoiic order Inm bren N l u d i w l .

Tito rohi i l lH are in good agrfenii'til w i t h the predir l ions of lluwU'H. For cxampln for 7'/>/'V;

whi ' i i 7* U'ndri to 7',. from above a convention'!! ferromagnel, behavior i f > observ«'d / ( r / ) ^ \[('i' I k1 )

AI T ~ Te i h o scattering bnrt'ly shows &n inllcrl ioa and Mrongly i nc r cawu M l i o w i n t > t h a i UK* H K

, i l l « i y s is not an ideal fcrromtigiK't . At 7' < 7', a /,/,•' K r n t i e r i n g is observed
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TIKI
Sinjll .ingle ncuiron uitllenni; inU'hsiu v t ' fMis irnipci

•"«if lur u'Miral Vdluo of sc,nii.-iiug v.t\\? uvim y n
'iii»rphniis I h l i - j HI lh( v iumu .'I the rr i i iul ii 'mpi-r-iiuu
Hii' Mi.uig • sutH-nlitjl" ici t lU'f i i i . ' im-urri i i )! twin* /. (*i'
m"'" ls I'viili-nie (or lia h r ruk i ldwn . > ( lunj!. i . inpf nuli-i l > v i l i

lantloin t inisolixpv f i f l i l

.10 - [ A f l i r 2!l).



Lorentzian coefficients

Figure 11 showt» the variation of the Lorentmn coefficients; B/ A' varies a.s M~ ind ica t ing tha i

1} corresponds to the ordered part of the moments. But the authors undorl inos s l iât the behavior

of A, which "mimics" the A/* variations represents, at least partially. static va r i a t ions and rioi only

the spin waves and residual spin HuetuiUions a* «aid by the theorists.
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Ternpcraturo dependence

(£ s l / f c and no 2?r/fc as in §a). ( exhibi ts a maximum (~ 100 - 200 /I) at 7C a_uU Jt-t «•.*&«,

with T to present a "plateau" at low temperature (~ 50 A) because the anisotropy iiuroiv^s,

destroys tho ferromagnetic order and reduces the correlation length.

At T s Tc tho curves £(T) sho-.v^ a cusp for Tb rich alloys (strong unisotropy) ajid A ruunded

maximum for r^jFf'QS attributed to the competing interactions of Fe-Fe,

We have to note that tho maximum value depends on the percentage of RE but at T < Te (

seems to bo independent of this percentage.

Field (/(-'penr/onro of t/ie^'/- cofrvlntloii length carn'*i>anding to the ira ««verse />ar t of the crosi

sort ion in 'riiFe?

At q given l(q) docreRseb with the increasing field the .scattering being reported towards low

(I values »nd a pronounced elliptical distorsion of scattered intensit ies are seen because of lin-

preferred direction induced by the Held, Thus ihc field induces a near i t i f iniU' percolating cluster

which scat ters at "mailer q values. As the field is increased the residual c luster becomes increa-sin^ly

10
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smaller and uncorrelatcd and produces a auporparamagnetic like respoiibo. ( ' h t i d n o v h k y hat : in)wn

that ÇT should vary as \/\/7f, wh ich is what the measurements seem u> c d n l i r m .

In these studios the role of ;td ions has not been separately considered. Kor KrCo-j [28], ch- Co

moments arc parallol over relatively large distances and command the magne t i c order « i f 1 r l ium

moments which are parallel or annparallcl according to the KrCo exchange ;nn | ) l i tudr (H" 1-1).

This leads to two kinds of "suhdomaiiis" of about 2ir/qc = 220 A (win-re ./ rom^pninl m ;. n^s

over observed by SANS with « f) kOe field); but (.he Co moments an1 or lored D \ C I n n n h I r^cr
di.stance.
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